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ABSTRACT 

This poper of2r.s cl preliminary shl& of  how 
knowledge nioy he represented d~flerently in different 
longiioges. In porticiiliic we occoim for the controst 
hetween English rind Chinese when identical tnrget 
domoin knowledge is represented with two different. 
.vet reloted .soiirce doninins in eoch Iangiiage. We 
incorporote corpora onoIyvi.9 in English and Chinese 
with SUMO to delimit the soiirce domains identifed 
iising the Conceptiinl Mopping Model (Ahrens. 2002). 
In porticiiloi: thii poper investigrites economy 
nierophors with the soiirce domains of  AEROPLANE 
and MOVING VEHICLE. These tu:o source domains 
ore,fi,iind in Chinese and English respectiveb Hence. 
we ask the pestion whether these soiirce domains 
.shoiild he confloted iinder o generol .soiirce domain 
siich as Tron.sportotionDevice or shoiild they fbrni 
independent ~oiiree donioins. Oirr .stiidy addresses 
this issiie by using the SUMO ontologv as well as the 
Mapping Principles ,fbiind in the corpora onolvsis. 
Oiir stirdies contrihiite to oiitoniotizing the 
.soiirce-torget domoin moppings in conceptiial 
metaphors. 

Keywords: Weighting algorithm, Variance, Text 
categorization 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Metaphors differ cross-liiiguistically in  a principled 
way. Teasing out these principles will help us 
understand better how knowledge is organized and 
represented linguistically and cognitively. Chung, 
Ahrens and Huang (2003) used upper ontology to 

show how it would help to capture identical 
knowledge in English and Chinese. A challenging 
task is to accoimt for how metaphor can be mapped 
differently onto two different languages in the same 
knowledge domain, such as TransportationDevice. 
This task is solved by referring to SUMO, an upper 
level ontology constructed by an IEEE-sanctioned 
workgroup. SUMO "provides definitions for 
general-pulyose terms and acts as a foundation for 
more specific domain ontologies" (Niles and Pease: 
2001). 

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate how these 
metaphorical phenomena can be predicted using 
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SUMO. Working n-ithiii the same framework of 
Chung, Ahrens and Huaig (2003); this paper asks the 
question whether these two source doinailis can be 
conflated under a general knowledge domain such as 
TraisportationDevice. This paper also investigates 
the correspondences of AEROPLANE and MOVING 
VEHICLE in temis of knowledge representation 
predicted by SUMO. In the following section: we 
first introduce the theoretical bases on which the 
metaphor expressions are analyzed. 

2. CONCEPTUAL MAPPING MODEL 
AND THE SUMO ONTOLOGY 

The Concephial Mapping (CM) Model (Ahrens 2002) 
is an extension of thc Contemporary Theory of 
Metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson. 1980: Lakoff, 1980). 
It providcs a bottom up approach by exanlining the 
lingiiistic expressions found within a particular 
source domain. This analysis of the linguistic 
cxpressions contributes to finding out what are 
actually mapped in a conccptual metaphor in real 
world uses. 

A Mapping Principle is proposed as formulas to 
indicate the most frequent source-target mapping in a 
conceptual metaphor. .This Mapping Principle fonns 
the underlying reason for the source to target domain 
mappings 

For example. for IDEA IS BUILDING. the 
following sentences are found: 
( I )  {WJ $?&g j3 {+I@? 

nide limdion genii shi shemc 
your argument base BE what 
'What is the foundation of your argument? 

( 2 )  fw9 ggg &Jg 7 m 
tndc sl~I.rinng.jiogoir kiini chengxing le 
his thought framework soon take-shape ASP 

Examples ( I )  and (2) are instances of how IDEA 
(hindion 3'7 %i 'argument' and .shiriong ,E *g 
'thought) is mapped onto BUILDING (genji .@& 

'His thougl1t.s framework is taking shape.' 

, .  

'base' and.jiagoii ?+9@'franiework') in real word uses 

of language. Based on examples such as these, 
Ahrens (2002) proposed that the Mapping Principle 
for IDEA AS BUILDING for Mandarin Chinese is: 
Idea is bidding because building involves o (physical) 
striictiire and ideo invo1ve.s on (nb.strnct) striictiire. 
In Ahrens, Chung and Huaig (2003): they further 
proposed that this Mapping Principle can be 
extracting through corpora analysis based on the most 
frequent mapping. 

Other works towards representing metaphors using 
computational tools are Lonneker (2003) and Tsai. 
Ahrens and Huang (2003). Both rescarch work on 
metaphors analysis using corpora data. Lonneker 
used French and German database as well as 
EuroWordnet; Tsai, Ahrens and Huang used both the 
Academic Sinica Corpus as well as a corpus of lyrics 
to demonstrate the application of SUMO in metaphor 
analysis. They suggested that the concepts of love are 
described through the knowledge representation of 
'Process,' 'Object' and 'Attribute' in SUMO. 

In Ahrens, C h u g  and Huaig (2003): they 
incorporated the CM model in cross-linguistic 
corpora analysis. In the corpora analysis; the 
Mapping Principle is extracted from the most 
prototypical mapping in a conceptual metaphor. For 
instance, the most prototypical mapping for 
ECONOMY IS A COMPETITION is the concept of 
'ViolentContest,' a knowledge representation in the 
upper ontology of SUMO. 

Working within the same framework, Chung, 
Ahrens and Huang (2003) further investigated the 
metaphor of ECONOMY IS A PERSON. They found 
that in two different languages; there exists a similar 
main mapping and other subsidiary mappings. The 
main mapping underlines the similarities of the same 
conceptual metaphors in two languages whereas the 
subsidiary mappings underline the cultural variations 
of two languages. 

Motivated by the comparison of ECONOMY IS A 
PERSON in both Chinese and English, this paper 
furthcr iiivcstigatcs thc similarities a id  diffcrcnccs in 
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tlic sourcc domains of AEROPLANE and MOVING 
VEHICLE. In the follon~ing section. wc first 
claboratc 011 tlic nictliodology with which we have 
adoptcd i n  the corpora analysis. 

- 
English 
'economy' 
Types ITypes 

Economy metaphois 

3. METHODOLOGY 
2. ECONOMY IS BUILDING 
3. ECONOMY IS 
COMPETITION 

I n  onr corpora search. \YC limit our targct domain by 
searching for thc tcnii 'ccoiiom!,' in Chinese (jingji) 
and in English. 

For the Chinese data. 2000 results were obtained 
for the temi ,jrngji 'economy' from the Acadeniic 
Sinica Balanced Corpus (available at 
littp://~\-~~n.sinica.edu.t\~~/Si~iicaCorpus/). For the 
English data: 500 scarch results of the tcmi 
'economy' were looked at from the corpus of Wall 
Strcet Journal 1994 under the Linguistic Data 
Consortium (available at 
iittp://n\\-\~. Idc .tipcm .edu/ldc/oiiline/iiide~.htiiil). 
Both corpora are of similar s i x  nith over 5 million 
vords. All tlic scarch results were analyzcd for 
conccptual metaphors manually. Thc results of 
analysis for the Chinesc data are sho\vn in Table 1 
and those ofthe English data are shown in Table 2 

8 12 
3 IS 

5 .  ECONOMY IS AN ENGINE 

TOTAL 

8 17 

62 209 

Economy metaphois 

1 ECONOMYISAPERSON 

I I  ECONOMYISAPERSON 126 1131 I 

Chines e ,jitigji 
Types ITokens 
11 1121 

2 ECONOMY IS BUlLDlNG 10 102 

3 ECONOMY IS 23 63 
COMPETITION 
4 ECONOMY IS JOURNEY 9 15 

1.5 ECONOMY IS AN 3 10 
AEROPLANE 
TOTAL 56 311 

14. ECONOMY IS A MOVING117 134 I 

The shaded conceptual metaphors in  Tables I and 2 
are the similar recurring metaphors in both languages. 
The similar source domains arc PERSON: 
BUILDING and COMPETITION. The source 
doiiiaiii of PERSON \vas discusscd i n  Chitng. Ahrens 
and Huang (2003) and tlie source domain 
COMPETITION was discussed i n  Ahrens. Chung 
and Huang (2003). In this paper. we look at tlie 
source (knowledge) domains of .AEROPLANE and 
MOVING VEHICLE, since thcse concepts are 
related- i.e., they c a i  be argued to belong to thc same 
source domain of TRANSPORTATION. They can 
also be argued to perform as source domains 
independently of each other. We address this issue by 

using (a) our cross-linguistic corpora. analysis in 
English and Chinese a id  (b) the SUMO ontology. 

4. ECONOMY IS A 
TRANSPORTATION-DEVICE 

When we compare Tables I and 2; we notice two 
source domains that are potentially related to 
;Transportation'-- AEROPLANE a id  MOVING 
VEHICLE. In  order to look at the scope of thc 
mappings, we prcsent the Iinguistic expressions that 
are mapped within these source domains. 



Frequency 1 Metaphors I ~ 1 
Functions r&T, (take off) 

E7+ 
(ascending (while 

Entities slowing 

ascending (while 
fly iiig)) 

M.P.: Economy i s  an aeroplane because aeroplane 
ascends and econom! rises. 

Table 3 :  ECONOMY IS AN AEROPLANE 

1 

I 
M.P.: The economy is a moving vehicle because 
iiioving vehicle has specd of movement and economy 
has spced of developnient. 

Table 4:  ECONOMY IS MOVING VEHICLE 

From Tables 3 and' 4. we notice that the source 
domain of AEROPLANE is uscd prototypically in 
Chinese to niap a 'rising action' whereas the source 
domain of MOVING VEHICLE is used to niap the 
.speed' of movenient i n  English economy metaphors. 

Examples of sentences for these metaphors are given 
in (3) a i d  (4): 
(3) ECONOMY IS AEROPLANE 

toiwnn ,jingli le jingji ch@i 
Taiwan experience ASP economy take off 
"Taiwan has experienced the rises of economy'' 

$$!E T B  m 

(4) ECONOMY IS MOVING VEHICLE 
a. the is going to slow down ~ 

b. the U.S. E] were barreline down the 
hiehwav at 100 miles ' 
In order to check whether this source domain can be 
captured by a structured ontology, we searched for 
the key concepts in the Mapping Principles for 
AEROPLANE and MOVING VEHICLE. 

The key concept of 'ascend' was searched for 
ECONOMY IS AN AEROPLANE and the concept of 
'speed' uas searched for ECONOMY IS A MOVING 
VEHICLE. n e s e  concepts represent the most 
prototypical mappings in the corpora analysis. 
4.1 AEROPLANE 
The results from SUMO show that the concept of 
'ascend' is defined as 'travel up' and is corresponded 
with the node of 'Motion,' nhich comprises thc 
subclasses of 'BodyMotionl' 'DirectionChange.' 
'Transfer.' 'Transportation' and 'Radiating' (refer to 

( 6 ) ) .  
Among these snbclasses, 'Transportation' possesses 

the following definition; which corresponds with thc 
source domain we have identified - i.e.; 
AEROPLANE for 'ascend.' 

(5) Motion from one point to another by means of a 
TransportationDevice. 
If trnns is nn instance of trnnsportntion. then there 
cxish trnnsportntion device device so that device is 
nn instnimentfor trnns. 
(=> (instance transportation)(e.rlsts ()(and 
(w transDortation device) (instrument )))) _ I  
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lBodyMotionl birectionchangd 

From (6). one may argue that the subclass of 
-DirectionChange' is also a possible corresponding 
node for the metaphor ECONOMY IS AN 
AEROPLANE. However. when the subclasses of 
'DirectionChange' are displayed in (6), they are not 
directlx related to the ascending aeroplane. Therefore. 
the prototypical occurrences of chIfei 'take off do 
not reflcct 'DirectionChange:' rather. it refers more to 
the motion of the transportation device. 

In (7). thc ontological relations of the concept 
Transportation is sho\vn. 
(7) Process 

T 
Motion 

T 

I RelntrdlnternnlConce~~t 
Transportation 

TransportationDevice 

Transportation is internally related to 
TransportationDevice. This relation is defined in (8) 
and the definition of TwisportationDevice is given in 
(9). 
(8) transportation is internally related to 
transporkion device. 
(relatedIiitenialCoiicept Transportation 
TraiisportatioiiDevice) 

(9) I f  ; . . is on instonce of transportation device. 
then : '. i s  cophle to do transportation in role 
insrrlin7ent. 
(=> (instance '?DEVICE TransportationDevice) 
(capability Transportation instmnient '?DEVICE)) 

Therefore, the source domain of AEROPLANE in 
Mandakn Chinese have mappings corresponding to 
the node of 'TransportationDevice;' which is an 
lower node for 'Motion' in SUMO. 

In order to find out whether the knowledge domain 
of MOVING VEHICLE is also represented by the 
same node, me search for the concept of 'speed.' 
which is identified as the most protohpical mapping 
of ECONOMY IS A MOVING VEHICLE. 
4.2 MOVING VEHICLE 
The concept of 'speed' is represented in SUMO as 
two separate linguistic functions, i.e._ 'speed' as noun 
and verb. 'Speed' as noun possesses the 
corresponding nodes in ( IO) .  
(IO) Motion 

BiologicallyActiveSubstance 
FunctionQuality 
RationalNumber 
SpeedFn(Function) 

'Speed' as a verb has the corresponding nodes in 
(11). 
(1 1) Motion 

RationalNumber 
Increasing 
Normative Attribute 

Among these nodes, 'Motion' reflects the majority 
linguistic expressions in Table 4: with the most 
prototypical mapping of 'slowing down.' ' 

If the concept of 'speed' shares the similar 
corresponding nodes of 'Motion.' its subclasses are 
prcdictcd to bc similar to thc hicrarchy shown in (7). 
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With this hicrarch!. 'speed' also lias a corresponding 
node \\ Ith .Transportation' and 
'TraiisportatioiiDe\'ice . 

5. DISCUSSION 

By using an ontolozy tool. this paper lias 
demonstrated that a similar source domain 
('Tr~isportatioiiDevicc') can co-esist in hvo 
langiia~cs. Both 1,uiguagcs use the same hierarchical 
source knowledge striictiire. incorporating the parent 
concept of motion. daughter concept of 
-Transportation.' and the related concept of 
'TransportationDevice,' as illustrated by (7). 
Howevcr. the two languages choose two different 
cntities to instantiate tlie concept of 
TransportationDevice. AEROPLANE is used in 
Chinese. and VEHICLE in English. They are mapped 
differcntl!- in Mandarin Chinese and English due to 
the conceptual variations behveen the two speech 
coiiiiiiiinities. For instance. the 'ascending' of the 
economy is conccptually salient in the Taiwanese 
society bccause of thc economic espaiision in 1985. 
Thc use of the car in the English speaking 
coninunities is similarl\. a general crperience of life. 
\vliich is mapped to thc csperieiicc of a cyclical 
economy. It is cnicial to point out that modem 
Chinese speakers do not sliarc the same esperience 
mith cars and a cyclical economy in tlie latter half of 
the h\~entieth centtin' as the American speakers. In 
addition_ English also lias tlie subsidiav function of 
.Speed' represcntcd in thc metaphor. while there is no 
siicli instmtiatcd case in Chinese. 

These variations are factors that contribute to 
language variations cspecially in metaphoric 
expressions. Hence. through contrasting the 
conceptual metaphors in tliesc two languages. this 
work also underlincs tlie cognitive and conceptual 
motivations of which tlicse mappings are formed. 

The findings discussed above have several 
implications: First, tlie source doiliaill knowledge i n  a 
nictaphor can bc stnicturcd, instcad o f  just an atomic 

conceptual node. This stnicture can be precisely 
captured by ai ontologbsuch as SUMO. Second_ 
metaphors have strong conceptual motivation. Hence. 
even though that metaphors may be parochially 
realized with different terms in different languages: 
there is a good possibility that these terms inay 
actually represent identical conceptual struchire. This 
is shown in this paper with the contrast between 
English VEHICLE and Chinese AEROPLANE. both 
of \vhich tiim out to represent identically structured 
source knowledge. Third; while coiiceptiial stnictnres 
are shared, the choices in which subsidia? 
components may be instantiated may be motivated by 
the shared esperience of the speakers of that 
languagc . 

6. CONCLUSION 

In addition to the findings on tlie contrasts between 
two languages, this study also brings out an important 
observation. Although the source domains (i.e.: 
AEROPLANE and MOVING VEHICLE) appear at 
tlie lower ontological node of 'TransportationDevice.' 
tlie Mapping Priiiciplcs occur at the higher 
ontological node of 'Motion.' This poses a significant 
implication on visualizing thc conceptual metaphors. 
Our hypothesis is that a majority of our real life use 
of metaphoric espressions reflect knowledge that is at 
a lower ontological node (instances o f  

'TransportationDevice'). However, the conceptual 
mappings that govern these metaphoric espressions 
occur at a higher ontological node ('Motion'). 

This finding raises the question whether conceptual 
metaphors occur at word level, i.e.; the expression 
level, or at a higher concephial level. Through using 
the CM Modcl as well as the SUMO ontology, this 
paper presents an insight into tackling this question 
In addition. this study is also advantaged in  providing 
a framework for cross-linguistic coinpanson of 
conceptual metaphors in corpora analysis. 

This paper contributes to delimiting tlie source 
domain by using a corpora- and ontological-bascd 
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framc\\ork. The analysis aims for automatization of lnrernrrtioriol Confirence on F'oniiol Ontolog, in 
metaphor processing. For fitture work. Wordnet will Inibrmotion Systems (l~OIS-2001)_ Ogunquit, 
be incorporated in tlic corpora metaphor analysis. Mni ne. 
With the examination of the liypemyms for each LS] Tsai, Pei-Shu, Kathleen Ahrens. and Huang 
linguistic expression, analysis that is done manually Chu-Ren. 2003. "Metaphors of Romantic Lovc in 
can be rcduced. Mandarin Chincse: A Corpus-Bascd Study." 

Paper submitted to ROCLING XV. Taipci. 2003. 
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